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Goal

Decision making environments that integrate all the information, 
models, and other artifacts related to a product or process. 



Agronomic strategies

• Cover crops
• Variable rate residue removal
• Integrated cropping systems
• Landscape management



Subfield analysis
DJ Muth, DS McCorkle, JB Koch, and KM Bryden, Agronomy Journal, 104(4):970-981 (2012)



Sustainable residue on a national scale
DJ Muth, KM Bryden, and RG Nelsen, Applied Energy, 102:403-417 (2013)



AgSolverTM
www.agsolver.com



Three questions

• Why can’t we integrate analysis into decision making on-the-fly? 

• Why isn’t analysis and decision making like a game? 

• Why do we continually make new models?



New decision making paradigm

Snap

Build

Do



Web-based federated modeling

Requirements  
• high degree of independence for component models;  
• a common, light-weight mechanism for model linkage; and  
• a basis for deploying the federated model set. 



Federated modeling
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federated model sets
(autonomous models

with peer-to-peer controls)

composite models
(one code with scripting) 

unified models
(frameworks with normalized 

semantics)

centralized models
(one code with unified schema) 

federated model sets
(autonomous models

with peer-to-peer controls)

K. M. Bryden, 7th International Congress on Environmental Modelling and Software pp. 455-462 (2014)



The challenge

Many different models 
• No uniform, active storage space

• Not readily accessible, citable, or maintained

• Hard to locate and use existing code


Codes do not work together 
• Systems models use codes specifically built for them

• Hard to use existing codes in a new systems model

• Clunky


Systems modeling often lacks fidelity and granularity 
• Algebraic expression, ODEs, reduced order models

• Averaging and message passing



Workflow
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K. M. Bryden, 7th International Congress on Environmental Modelling and Software pp. 455-462 (2014)



Stateless modeling

Model A

Each request is treated as an independent request 
! communication is an independent set of a request and 

a response
! no session information is retained
! the code has no knowledge of the actions of other 

codes within the federation
! each member of the federation performs a specific 

task
! models are reusable for other analysis
! models can be strung together like beads on a 

complex weaving

Global 
variables 

in

Global 
variables 

out



Properties of a microservices architecture

• independently deployable 

• easy assembly of various models and information sources

• models can be implemented using different programming 

languages, databases, hardware, and software environments

• direct replacement of a federation member can be 

performed without disruption to other members or the 
federation


• microservices perform (provide) one task only

• microservices are reusable



App implementation (microservices architecture)

Web 
application

Traffic data from 
predictive model

Weather data from 
weather model

Public event data 
service

User

Back end (server based) 
• extract relevant data from microservice responses

• use in system model

• provide needed info to front end

Front end

Micro 
services

User



Message contract system

A message contract consists of:
• A GUID
• A human-readable name 
• A human-readable description
• A list of variables and types that 

make up the payload



Model coupling via message contract



Small cookstove model

Mesh Packed 
bed Flame Heat 

transfer Air flow L2 norm Check

• Based on existing monolithic cookstove model 
• Re-implemented as seven stateless microservices 
• Federation management system to manage 

model execution 
• Internal communication via message queues 
• System model accessible as web information 

service

NA MacCarty, KM Bryden, Energy for Sustainable Development, 33:96–107 (2016)



Constituent models



Current toolset

• Running, proof-of-concept federated modeling system including 

Model microservices 

Federation management system 

Message queue 

Web front-end 

• Simple web user interface 

• Growing collection of component models: cookstoves, Hyper, … 

But… 

In order to build a federated model set, you must write code in Java.



Domain specific language for federated modeling

Input blocks:
i n p u t s  <system name>
<input 1>

<input 2>

.

.

<input n>

end inputs

constants <system name>
<constant 1>

<constant 2>

.

.

<constant n>

end constants

Output block:
outputs  <system name>
<output 1>

<output 2>

.

.

<output n>

end outputs

System block:
system <system name> f r o m  l i b r a r y <library address>
<model 1 name>

<model 2 name>

.

.

<model n name>

end system



Domain specific language toolset

Lexer

Parser

Connection Inference 
Engine

Connection Graph 
Generation

Execution Workflow 
Generation

Error/Sanity Check

Message 
Contracts

Model 
Library

DSL Script

Feedback /
Guidance to 

User
Passed

Failed

Federation Schema



Implementation - Cookstove system



The hybrid performance project (Hyper)

hybrid technology.  NETL maintains a leadership position in this type of numerical 
simulation.  As technical issues and potential benefits of the technology were 
identified, the need for hardware became apparent.  An experimental test facility 
was designed and built at NETL’s Morgantown site as a resource to researchers 
and industrial developers of hybrid systems.  The facility is the only one of its kind 
anywhere in the world.

 
The experimental facility simulates a fuel cell through a combination of hardware and 
software.  This hardware (pressure vessels, piping, and a burner) is coupled to heat 
exchangers and a turbine in order to evaluate the dynamics of a fully integrated system.  
Because the fuel cell is simulated, a variety of fuel cell types and geometries can be 
tested without risk to such an expensive component of the system.  Development of 
controls for hybrids sometimes requires extended operation of the system at unstable 
conditions.  In determining the operating boundaries of the system, preliminary tests 
would have resulted in the destruction of many fuel cells.  A diagram of the type of 
simulated hybrid system is shown in the following figure.
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 ADDRESS

National Energy 
Technology Laboratory
1450 Queen Avenue SW
Albany, OR  97321-2198
541-967-5892

2175 University Avenue South 
Suite 201
Fairbanks, AK 99709
907-452-2559

3610 Collins Ferry Road
P.O. Box 880
Morgantown, WV  26507-0880
304-285-4764

626 Cochrans Mill Road
P.O. Box 10940
Pittsburgh, PA  15236-0940
412-386-4687

One West Third Street, Suite 1400
Tulsa, OK  74103-3519
918-699-2000

 
CUSTOMER SERVICE

1-800-553-7681
 
WEBSITE

www.netl.doe.gov

 
The test facility was designed to isolate and independently instrument each 
component of the system and is capable of simulations for systems up to 1MW.  
Recently, a variable load bank was added to the facility to control turbine speed 
independently from the fuel input.  This allows researchers to conduct a wider range 
of fuel cell transient simulations and to impose a load profile on the turbine in the 
system.  The addition of a dSpace simulator has expanded the capabilities of the 
fuel cell simulation to include spatial resolution of fuel cell components in real time.  
In the last year, several control strategies have been successfully demonstrated, and 
development of a controller is underway through a collaboration with a local university.

Opportunities
The Hyper experimental facility and modeling results are available for public research 
collaboration with universities, industry, and other research institutions.  In addition 
to planned NETL studies, the Hyper facility is intended to provide a test platform for 
novel sense and control strategies that may emerge from university or small business 
research projects. Collaboration with academic, non-profit, or commercial research 
groups can be arranged under a variety of cooperative programs, such as a Cooperative 
Research and Development Agreement, and student or visiting scholar programs.



The hybrid performance project (Hyper)

Today 
• A novel large scale cyber-physical platform for testing the dynamic 

performance of a hybrid fuel cell and gas turbine system

• ~1 MW

• Plan area = 50’ x 100’


Goal 
• test the dynamic performance of any advanced power system that 

includes a gas turbine cycle



Hyper Simulink Model
A Tsai, PhD Thesis, West Virginia U, 2007



Hyper Models in C++

• Required the development of an object oriented support framework 

• Each major component implemented as an independent class 

• Components reused where feasible 

• Common interface for each model 

• Validated against original Simulink model 

• 18,000 lines of code in 65 files 



Hyper - high level systems
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Hyper — Microservices and message contracts

8 Microservices (models)

Combustor

Heat Exchanger

Control Valves

Pipe Segment

Compressor/ 
Turbine

Air Plenum

Post Combustor

Pipe Fitting

 8 Message Contracts

Valve State

…

Density

…

Angular Frequency

…

Power

…

Pressure Loss

…
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…

Pressure

…

Mass Flow

…



…

Hyper System of Models

system

subsystem

system component

subsystem component

System

Compressor/
Turbine

Combustor
Post 

Combustor
South Heat 
Exchanger

Main Line

Post Combustor to Turbine

7 piping subsystems

Main Line

Plenum to Post Combustor …

… … …

North Heat 
Exchanger Air Plenum

Control 
Valves



Hyper system DSL code

system hyper_model

compressor_turbine
air_plenum

post_combustor
heat_exchanger_north
heat_exchanger_south

combustor
control_valves

compressor_piping
turbine_piping
HX_plenum_piping

plenum_postcomb_piping
postcomb_turb_piping
hot_bypass_piping
cold_bypass_piping

compressor_turbine -> compressor_piping
compressor_turbine -> turbine_piping

compressor_piping -> heat_exchanger_north
compressor_piping -> heat_exchanger_south
turbine_piping -> heat_exchanger_north
turbine_piping -> heat_exchanger_south

heat_exchanger_north -> HX_plenum_piping
heat_exchanger_south -> HX_plenum_piping

HX_plenum_piping -> air_plenum
air_plenum -> plenum_postcomb_piping

plenum_postcomb_piping -> post_combustor
post_combustor -> postcomb_turb_piping

postcomb_turb_piping -> compressor_turbine

end system



Decision based questions

• What is the tradeoff between cost, acceptance, and impact 
for a  particular geometry change to a cookstoves?  

• How do I maximize the impact of my village energy system?  

• If I change materials what will be impact of the stove on the 
local environment? 



Systems level design
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Components 
! Cookstoves
! Solar hot water
! Lights

Village Energy Model 
! Rebound
! Climate impacts
! User acceptance

Agronomic Model 
! Erosion
! Fertility
! Crop yield

+ +
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